Introduction and model description
The most extensively studied queueing system is the M=M=1 queue: The single server queue fed by a P oisson arrival process, customers requiring exponentially distributed service times. In this paper we study this M=M=1 also: CWI, P.O.Box 94079, 1090 GB Amsterdam, The Netherlands, boxma@win.tue.nl kurkova@eurandom.tue.nl 1 queue, with the additional feature that the speed of the server is not constant it alternates between a low s p e e d s L and a high speed s H > s L . O u r main object of study is the steady-state distribution of the workload V , t h e amount o f w ork present in the system. In particular, we are interested in the behaviour of P(V > v ) for large v. Some re ection shows that one must distinguish between two di erent regimes in studying these workload asymptotics. Introducing the o ered load := = , where denotes the arrival rate and 1= the mean service request, these regimes can be described as follows.
(i) > s L : If the server always operates at low speed, the workload grows inde nitely.
(ii) < s L : The server can handle all o ered work even if it always operates at low s p e e d .
We refrain in this paper from discussing the more delicate case = s L .
We shall assume that the periods of low and high speed are independent of each other and of the tra c processes, that the high-speed periods are exponentially distributed, and that the low-speed period distributions have a non-exponential, regularly varying tail (see Bingham, Goldie and Teugels (1987) ). Roughly speaking, P(L > t ) Ct ; t ! 1 where f(t) g(t) f o r t ! 1 means that lim t!1 f(t)=g(t) = 1 .
In an ordinary xed-speed M=M=1 queue with speed s L , one has, cf. , v ! 1 .
The main goal of the paper is to prove and explain these results, which expose a completely di erent w orkload tail behaviour in the two tra c regimes. In fact, the results to be obtained are slightly more detailed we also consider the tail behaviour during low-speed and during high-speed periods, respectively. Motivation of the study. Our motivation for this study is two-fold. Firstly, the single-server queue with various speeds is a very important model, which arises naturally in, e.g., the performance analysis of integrated-services communication networks. In such n e t works, the in uence of high-priority tra c on low-priority tra c is often re ected in a variable capacity (speed) for lowpriority tra c. Examples are provided by ABR (Available Bit Rate) tra c and by s c heduling disciplines like GPS (Generalized Processor Sharing). As a design paradigm, GPS is at the heart of commonly-used scheduling algorithms for high-speed switches such a s W eighted Fair Queueing. From a queueing point of view, GPS gives rise to the analysis of coupled servers, where the speed of one server depends on whether another server is busy or idle. Concentrating on one server, one then sees an alternation of two di erent speeds. The asymptotic behaviour of the coupled processors was studied by . The present model is in one sense more general: The low-speed periods do not necessarily correspond to busy periods of another queue.
A second motivation for this study is the convincing evidence of longtailed tra c characteristics in high-speed communication networks. Early indications of the long-range dependence of Ethernet tra c, attributed to long-tailed le size distributions, were reported in Leland, Taqqu, Willinger and Wilson (1993). Long-tailed characteristics of the scene length distribution of MPEG video streams were investigated in Heyman and Lakshman (1996) and Jelenkovi c, Lazar and Sermet (1997). These and other empirical ndings have triggered theoretical developments in the modeling and queueing analysis of long-tailed tra c phenomena. The in uence of long-tailed service time distributions on waiting time and workload distributions of the single-server queue has been investigated in considerable detail many r e s u l t s are gathered in the book edited by P ark and Willinger (2000). Related work. There is a considerable literature on the single-server queue with several service speeds. An early paper is due to Yechiali and Naor (1971) . They have studied the M=M=1 queue which alternates between two (see Yechiali (1973) for an extension) exponentially distributed phases, the arrival and service rates depending on the phase. Neuts (1971) has generalized their study to the M=G=1 case. He deviates from the assumptions in 3 24] by assuming that the service time distribution of a customer depends only on the state of the phase process at the time his service b egins. Hal n (1972) analyzes the bu er content o f a n M=G=1 queue whose service rate varies according to a birth-and-death process with c + 1 states. A system of Volterra-type integral equations is derived for the joint distribution of the bu er content and the phase of the birth-and-death process, and is used for the numerical calculation of the distribution. Several authors have considered queues with service interruptions. In our setting this corresponds to taking s L = 0. Some recent studies concerning such queues are Takine and Sengupta (1997), Li, Shi and Chao (1997) and N uñez Queija (1998).
The present paper builds upon the previous work of Boxma and Kurko- of high-speed periods and lengths of low-speed periods are independent. We also assume that the necessary and su cient condition for stability of this system, which i s
A k ey feature of the model is that the low-speed periods have a h e a vytailed distribution, as speci ed in the following assumption. Assumption 1. We assume that (s) can be represented in Re s 0 a s :
where
(ii) h(s) is analytic in fs : R e s > ;" 0 g for some " 0 > 0, h(0) = 0 (iii) l(s) is analytic in fs : R e s > 0 o r jsj < " 0 g for some " 0 > 0 a n d continuous in fs : R e s 0g, l(0) = 0.
According to Theorem 8. Remark 1. The workload distribution in an M=M=1 queue with arrival rate , service rate and speed s L is readily seen to coincide with the workload distribution in an M=M=1 queue with arrival rate s L =s H , service rate and speed s H . Hence our model with two service speeds can be translated into a model with one service speed but two a r r i v al rates. In order to nd the workload distribution in the model with two service speeds from the workload distribution in the model with two arrival rates, one has to take appropriate weight factors for the two di erent a r r i v al rate periods.
2 Bu er content distribution
In this section we consider the tail behaviour of the workload (or bu er content) distribution. We do not attempt to obtain the exact workload distribution. That is a complicated problem of its own see Boxma and Kurkova (1999) for a discussion of its complexity and for an exact analysis for a particular class of low-speed distributions. Let V be the bu er content ( w orkload) in the stationary regime. Let X = H (respectively X = L) whenever the speed of the service is s H (s L ). Denote by L past the time that passed since the last change of service speeds from s H to s L . Let us introduce the distribution functions of the workload at high-speed and low-speed periods:
as v ! 1 , where
(ii) Let = < s L . If Assumption 1 holds, then
expf( =s L ; )vg (8) as v ! 1 , where
;1 :
: (9) (ii) Let = < s L . If Assumption 1 holds, then
expf( =s L ; )vg: (10) Remark 2. Simultaneously with the present study, Borst and Zwart 5] have analysed the workload tail behaviour for a broad class of queues with a mixture of light-tailed and heavy-tailed input ows. They consider both instantaneous and uid input. Their results contain (10).
Discussion of the results for = > s L . F or large values of v, small workload jumps caused by arrivals are hardly`visible', and the global picture of the workload behaviour is that of a uid queue, fed by a single on/o source.
When that source is on, the workload increases linearly at rate = ; s L (this corresponds to a positive drift during the low-speed periods). When the source is o , the workload decreases linearly at rate s H ; = (this corresponds to a negative drift during the high-speed periods). As in the low/high-speed M=M=1 queue, the o -periods are exp( ) distributed, while the on-periods have distribution L( ). The paper of Kella and Whitt (1992) discusses this uid queue. It points out that (due to PASTA), the workload at o -periods is distributed like t h e w aiting time in an M=G=1 queue with arrival rate , service speed s H ; = and service requests ( = ;s L )L i , w h e r e the L i have distribution L( ) these service requests represent t h e w orkload increments during on-periods. It is well-known for an M=G=1 queue with arrival rate , required service time distribution B( ) with mean and service rate c, cf. Cohen (1973) Thus one can see that the tail asymptotics of the workload at high-speed periods in our two-speed system coincide with the tail asymptotics of the workload in the M=G=1 system that was just introduced, or equivalently, with the tail asymptotics of the workload in the o -periods of the uid queue. Kella and Whitt (1992) obtains the overall tail asymptotics of the uid queue (which h a ve also been derived in Jelenkovi c and Lazar (1999), see also Agrawal, Makowski and Nain (1999)), which of course now also agree with the overall tail asymptotics of the workload in our M=M=1 queue with two speeds (cf. (9)). Concluding, the tail asymptotics of the workload in this M=M=1 queue and in the uid queue are exactly the same.
Remark 3. A more global interpretation of (5) behaviour during a high-speed period (cf. (3)) is obtained by considering a low-speed period in the past that has been so long that the present w orkload still exceeds v (an argument like this has been worked out in detail in Section 4.1 of Boxma, Deng and Zwart (1999)).
Discussion of the results for = < s L . W e can rewrite (8) as follows: Finally consider (6) . We can rewrite it as follows: Starting point in our analysis is the following result, which w as obtained in Boxma and Kurkova (1999) for the more general case of the M=G=1 q u e u e with two service speeds: for all ! such t h a t H (!) < 1 and ( ! + ! ( ; s L ( + !)) < 1 (12) the LST H (!) satis es the following equation Note that by Assumption 1, Equation (12) necessarily holds in f! : R e f(!) < 0 o r jf(!)j < " 0 g. Moreover
Formula (14) follows from (15) in Boxma and Kurkova (1999) . Formula (15) is obtained from (14) 
We shall show that the function ( H (0) ; H (!))=! is analytic in f! : Re ! > =s L ; ; g n f ! = =s L ; g for some > 0 (Step 1). Then we shall nd its expansion in the neighbourhood of its singularity ! = =s L ; ( Step 2). Finally, b y virtue of Theorem 1 in Sutton (1934) applied to (16), we shall derive from this expansion the asymptotics (6) of the tail of F H (v).
Step 1. Analyticity. First of all, let us compare our two-speed system with the xed-speed system M=M=1 h a ving the same arrival and service characteristics but only one constant service speed s L . Since = < s L , this xed- A(") f ! : jf(!)j < " 0 g n f f(!) = 0 g (17) where " 0 satis es (ii) and (iii) of Assumption 1. Moreover, since k( =s L ; ) = ( s L ; s H )( =s L ; ) 6 = 0 , t h e n k(!) 6 = 0 i n A(") for all su ciently small " > 0. L e t u s x s u c h a small " > 0 ensuring (17) and prove t h a t H (!) can be analytically continued to A("). Due to (17) and Assumption 1, f;f(!)g < 1 for all ! 2 A("). Then H (!) can be continued to A(") b y Equation (13):
L e t u s s h o w that all functions in the right-hand side of (18) (14) and (15), together with the analyticity o f H (!) a n d R(!), imply the analyticity o f L (! ) a n d L (!).
Recall, that our aim is to apply Theorem 1 of Sutton (1934) ;1 j( H (0) ; H (x + iy))=(x + iy)j dy converges at 13 y = 1. This assumption is not satis ed in our case. However, it is not di cult to see from the proof of the theorem proposed in Sutton (1934) that this assumption is not compulsory and can be relaxed, see the discussion in the appendix. Namely, one can replace it by the assumption that (14) and (15), together with the
in the domain fRe ! > = s L ; ; g n f ! = =s L ; g. The conditions analogous to (22) and (23) hold.
Step 2. Expansions. Now w e derive the expansion of H (!) i n A("). This is equivalent to nding the expansion of H (! + =s L ; ) i n f! : j!j < " g. for all ! with j!j < " , where l 2 (!) a n d h 2 (!) are analytic in f! : j!j < " g. 
where h 4 (!) a n d l 4 (!) are analytic in f! : j!j < " g. Finally Theorem 1 of Sutton (1934) applies to the representation (16) , where the integrand satis es (28), and the proof of (6) is complete.
The result (7) can be derived analogously from equation (14) using the expansion (27) just obtained.
Let us proceed with L (!). It follows from Equation (15) 
for all ! with j!j < " , where h 5 (!) a n d l 5 (!) are analytic in f! : j!j < " g. Proof and discussion. This theorem is proved by Sutton (1934) . In his proof the integration path is deformed into a path from a ; ; i1 to a ; + i1 composed of the line x = a ; interrupted at the k points (a ; y p ), the k lines y = y p (each t a k en twice) from x = a ; to x = a ; "=t and the k circles j! ; ! k j = "=t. T 
